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Social Psychology

Paper – 201 (Second Semester)  
Marks 100  
(Th.85 & Int.Ass.15)

Unit 1 Social Psychology – An Introduction:

• Concept, Scope Of Social Psychology,  
• Problems Of Social Psychology,  

Unit 2 Individual And Society:

• Culture And Personality, Meaning, Type, And Methods Of Studying Culture  
• Meaning Of Personality, Relationship In Culture And Personality,  
• Socialization: Agencies Of Socialization, Theories Of Socialization,  
• Social Learning: Process And Factors Of Social Learning.

Unit 3 Social Behavior:

• Public Opinion: Meaning, Characteristics Important Steps Involved In Formation Of Public Opinion, Agencies And Measurement Of Public Opinion,  
• Crowed: Characteristics, Psychology Of Crowd Behaviors, And Important Theories Of Crowd Behavior,  
• Run Our: Characteristics, Causes And Conditions Of Rum Our, And Checks On Spread Of Rum Our.

Unit 4 Social Control And Social Conflict:

• Social Control: Concept And Forms Of Social Control, Law, Religion And Customs,  
• Social Conflict: Nature Type, Problem And Resolution Of Social Conflicts,  
• Social Deviance: Causes, Remedies And Theories Related To Solve Problems.

Unit 5 Social Psychology And Its Application:

• Uses Of Social Psychology In Sphere Of Mental Health,  
• Labour Management Relationship And Social Psychology  
• Application Of Social Psychology: National Character And National Integration.

Reference Books
1. Akolkar Social Psychology  
2. Young K. Social Psychology  
3. Ginsbergh M. Social Psychology  
4. Mathur S.S. Social Psychology  
5. Mukerjee R.N. Social Psychology
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Work With Individual And Families

Paper – 202 (Second Semester)  
Marks 100  
(Th.85 & Int.Ass.15)

Unit 1  
Introduction

- Concept And Definition Of Social Case Work.
- Assumptions Of Case Work.
- Principles And Objectives Of Case Work.
- Counseling, Difference Between Social Case Work And Counseling.

Unit 2  
Components Of Social Case Work

- Person (Meaning Of Behavior, Principles Of Human Behavior, Objectives And Effects Of Behavior, Status And Role Of A Person)
- Problem (Definition And Causes Of Problem, Types Of Problems And Analysis)
- Place (Importance, Types Of Places / Institution, Characteristics Of Institution)
- Process (Meaning, Objectives And Stages Of Process)

Unit 3  
Tools Of Case Work

- Listening
- Observation
- Interview
- Home Visit
- Relationship

Unit 4  
Approaches Of Social Case Work

- Psycho Social
- Problem Solving
- Behavior Modification
- Crisis Intervention
- Functional

Unit 5  
Problem Solving Techniques

- Supportive
- Reflective
- Logical Discussion
- Demonstration
- Environmental Modification
Reference Books

1. G.R. Madan
2. Perlman, Helen Harris
3. Grace Mathew
4. Dr. Surendra Singh And P.D Mishra
5. Jainendra Kumar Jha

Social Work
Social Case Work – A Problem Solving Process
An Introduction To Social Case Work
Samaj Karya
An Introduction To Social Work
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Environment Education

Paper - 203 (Second Semester)

Marks 100
(Th.85 & Int.Ass.20)

Unit 1 An Introduction Of Environment
- Meaning And Types Of Environment
- Man And Environment
- Environmental Degradation

Unit 2 Ecology System
- Definition And Characteristics Of Ecology
- Pyramids Of Ecology
- Ecological System

Unit 3 Environmental Pollution
- Concept And Source Of Pollution
- Types Of Pollution- Air, Water, Noise And Soil, Nuclear\Atomic
- Environmental And Social Issues

Unit 4 Environment Problems And Management
- Soil Erosion And Deforestation
- Biodiversity Problems
- Natural Hazards

Unit 5 Environmental Education
- Concept, Objective And Importance Of Environment Education
- Methods Of Environmental Education
- Curriculum Of Environmental Education

Reference Books

1. Savindra Singh
2. Dr. Aruna & Dr. Chitralekharaghuwanshi
3. Dr. Dhananjay Verma
4. T.D. Brock
5. V.K. Kumar
6. Savindra Singh
7. D.R. Stoddart
8. Girish Chopra

Paryavaran Bhoogol
Paryavaran Tatha Pradooshan
Paryavaran Chetna
The Ecosystem And The Study State Bioscience
A Study In Environment Pollution.
Environmental Management :
Some New Dimensions.
Geography And Ecological Approach
Environment Geography
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Labour Welfare And Industrial Relation

Paper – 204 (Second Semester)  
Marks 100  
(Th.85 & Int.Ass.15)

Unit-1 Labour Welfare Concept :-
- Meaning, Need, Objectives, Scope,
- Types Techniques Of Welfare Work,
- Agencies, Aspects, A Spects, New Dimension.

Unit-2 Wage And Salary Administration & Wage Policy
- Meaning And Minimum, Fair And Living Wage Determining Factor.
- Wage Policies, Development Of Wage Policy In India And Wage Policy During The Plan
- Method Of Wage Payment – Profit Sharing And Co- Partnership.

Unit-3 Industrial Relations
- Concept, Scope, Factors Determining And Objectives Of Industrial Relations
- Principles And Approaches Industrial Relations.
- Workers Participation In Management

Unit-4 Trade Unions And Collective Bargaining :-
- Meaning, Objective Types And Functions Of Trade Unions,
- Problems Of Trade Unions, Employee Associations, Trade Union Movement In India.
- Collective Bargaining – Meaning And Objective, Importance And Requirements, Collective Bargaining In India.

Unit-5 Industrial Dispute And Social Security
- Concept And Causes Of Industrial Dispute
- Mechanism And Settlements Of Industrial Dispute

Reference Books:
1. Dr. C.B. Gupta – Human Resource Management
2. डॉ. चतुर्प्रे ख मामोर्य – सेविंग प्रबंध एवं अधूरोगिक सम्बंध
3. Dr. D.R. Sachdeva – Social Welfare Administration In Indi
4. Dr. Sanjay Bhattacharya – Social Work : An Integrated Approach